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1. REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTI ON COSTING PROCEDURES
n
USED Ш THE COMPUTATION 

OF THE BUDGET ESTIMATES: (Document EB15/AF/WP/23 ) 

Dr. van Zile HÏDE, Chairman of the Working Party on Costing Procedures used in 

the Computation of the Budget Estimates, introduced the Working Party's report. He 

said that it explained in considerable detail the procedures.used in preparing the 

estimates and building up the total budget. During the course of its extremely 

instructive discussions, the Working Party had decided to follow through a sample 

project (the Seychelles project, although it was not mentioned by name in the report) 

He felt sure that the material would be of considerable use to the Executive Board. 

He expressed the Working Party's appreciation of the manner in ^lich the 

Secretariat had provided the fullest possible information, explained in detail 

procedures and answered questions, 

Decision; The Working Party's report was approved for inclusion in the 
report of the Standing Co晒ittee to the Executive Board, the Rapporteur 
being authorized to make any necessary editorial changes. 

2. PROCEDURE FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF 
THE EIGHTH WORLD HEALTH A33EMBLÏ: 
Documents EB15/40, EKL5/40 CoW.l, 
from eleventh meeting) 

THE 1956 PROGRAMME A№) BUDGET ESTIMATES AT 
Item 11 of the Agenda (Resolution "WHâ7.38; 
EB15/40 Add.l, and EB15/AF/WP/25) (continued 

2 

It was agreed that document EB15/AF/WP/25 should become part of the Committee's 

report to the Board. 

1 The four annexes to this report are reproduced respectively as Appendices 8, 9, 
lûand 11 to Off .Rec, Ш-d Hlth Org. 61, 

о 
The three draft resolutions contained in this locument (the last two, as revised) 

wore adopted b̂ - tho Executive Board-as resolutions BB15.R57, EB15.H58 and EB:.5.R34 
Toapectivuly.. 
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3. QUESTION OF'STUDY GROUPS 

The CHAIRMAN enquired whether there were any other matters which members wished 

to be included in the Committee's report
d 

Dr
#
 van Zile HIDE observed that at the fourth meeting he had raised the problem 

of the nature and purpose of study groups
>
 which he hoped would be examined further 

either in the Standing Committee or in the Executive Board. 

Dr
#
 DOROLLE. Deputy Director-General, stated that the Secretariat was preparing 

> •• 4 

a paper on the- definition of a study group and the differences between it á^d an 

expert committee
 e 

The CHAIRMN said that the question would be mentioned in the Standing Committee
 f

s 

report as one requiring consideration by the Board. 

4. METHODS FOR ASSESSING MEMBERS WHICH PARTICIPATE IN THE WORK OF THE ORGANIZATION 
FOR THIS EFFECTIVE WORKING BUDGET: Item 9 of the Agenda (Resolutions ША7Д6 and 
EB14

e
R15j Documents EB15/33) EB15/33 Add.l, ЕВ15/51/ EKL5/AF/WP/21, and 

EEL5/AF/WP/24) (continued from tenth meeting, section 1) 

The CHAIRMAN called for comments on document EB15/AF/WP/24 and suggested that 

the Standing Committee should assure itself that it presented the alternative methods 

] 

of assessment in a suitable form for examination by the Board. 

FRENCH'，adviser to Dr. van Zile Hyde, said that the paper might be more easily 

understood if the three issues involved were borne, in mind: first, the extent to which 
i 

the scale was to be adjusted in the direction of the United Nations scale； secondly, 

how much weight was to be given to the per capita ceiling principle and, thirdly, 

1 These three documents are reproduced as Annex 11 to Off
 g
Rec ̂ d Hlth Org. 60 
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whether or not China was to be included in the scale where- tbe active Members alone 

represented 100 per cent, of the total. In his opinion, while the first two issues 

were of major importance, the last was a subordinate one. 

He then asked which of the scales shown in the working paper were in complete 

conformity with the recommendation contained in resolution WHA7.15 concerning the 

application of one half the adjustments necessary to adapt the scale in 1956 to the 

United Nations acale. 

• . • 

Mr. SIEGE!，Assistant Dire ct or-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance) said that column (5) represented the present method of assessment for both 

active and inactive Members, with the application of one half the adjustments neceseâry 

to place the WHO scale on the same basis as that of the United Nations. 

Columns ($), (7) and (8) were based on the scale shown in column (5)， but with 

the full application of the per capita ceiling principle. In column (6) the ‘ 

assessments of all Members represented IOC per cent- of the total; in column (7) the t s assessments of active Members, including China，represented IOC per ceot. cf .the total and 

column (8) was on the same basis, but excluding China from the calculations for 
； “ 

active Members• 

Mr, STONE, adviser to Dr. Moore, referring to the explanatory text for column 

(5), suggested that it was misleading to speak of "the application of the present 

-method of assessment
11

 when the figures in fact were adjusted halfway towards the 

United Nations scale• 

Mr, SIEGEL said that Mr. Stone had raised an important point. The drafting of 
* 

the explanation was perhaps not entirely satisfactory, but it had been intended to 
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bring out the inçortant distinction between the：. scale of assessment and the metrhod 

of application of that scale. 

STONE suggested that in the interests of clarity it might be wise to 

delete the words "Application of the present method of assessment
tv

. 

'Mr. FRENCH considered that the descriptions of colurons (7) and (8) vere perhaps 

too brief, and failed to explain that there could in fact be two assessments.^ 

depending upon whether or not the reconanendation of the Seventh World Health Assembly 

regarding the application of the adjustment towards the United Nations всаДв had 

been followed, 

Mr. SIEGEL, referring to the points raised by Mr. Stone and Mr. French, said 

that the document should be examined as a whole, and it was somewhat misleading 

to single out a single point for comment. The explanatory sentence introducing 

Part II applied to columns (5) - (8), all of which represented a scale based on one 

half of the difference between the WHO scale and the United Nations scale for 1954. 

Mr. FRENCH said that Mr. Siegel had confirmed his assumption about columns 

(5) - (8). He then asked which tables were fully in accord with* the recOTraendation 

of the Seventh World Health Assembly concerning the per capita ceiling principle. 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that the -table was shown in column (5). 

• * ' • “ . • . • 

Mr. FRENCH asked whether he was right in assuming that a fall per capita ceiling 

adjustment was reflected in all the other scales. 
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Mr. SIEGEL explained that columns (2), (3) and (4) were based on the present 

WHO scale in other words, that applied for 1955 as well as in the estimates for 

1956 and the per capita ceiling principle had been fully applied. 

Column (5) was based on a new scale of assessment, and the per capita ceiling 

principle was there applied only to the extent to which it had been applied in the 

United Nations scale for the year 1954. At the request of the Committee, columns 

(6), (7) and (8) had been prepared on the basis of the full application of the per 

capita ceiling principle. 

Mr. BOUCHER, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, suggested that the tables would be 

simplified by the omission of colunns (3) and (4). He could not see what 

relevance they had in the light of the recommendation contained in resolution WHA7.15， 

since they were based entirely on the present WHO scale of assessments. He would 

not have any objection, however, to the retention of column (2), which showed the 

present position. 

Mr. FRENCH considered that the number of columns should be kept to a minimum, 

so that the issues involved would-be clearly presented. He therefore favoured 
‘ » 

Mr. Boucher's suggestion. On the other hand, he believed that the scale of 

assessment reproduced in document EB15/AF/WP/21 should be inserted between columns 

(6) and (7). 

Mr. SIEGEL observed that the Executive Board, in studying the replies of Member 

States on the .question in accordance with paragraph 2 of resolution WHA7.16, would 

find that they contained numerous suggestions. It was possible, therefore, that the 
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need for some additional tables would merge. Hence he felt.bound to sound a note 

of caution lest the Standing Committee take too hasty and. limited a decision about 

the content of the tables to be submitted to the Board. 

Referring to Mr. Boucher » s remarks, he pointed out that resolution WHA7.16 

related to a specific study to be carried out by the Board, about methods of assessment, 

whereas resolution WHA.7.15 contained instructions to the Director-General concerning 

the scale to be used for purposes of presentation of the 1956 budget. Hence he had 

to present two sets of figures, one based on the recommendation contained in the latter 

resolution, and the other based on the present scale of assessments. Columns (3) 

and (4) might apply if there was no change in the present scale of assessment but a 

change in method of assessment. They therefore constituted alternatives which the 

World Health Assembly might wish to consider. However, even if those columns ‘ 

were deleted as suggested by Mr. Boucher, there would be nothing to preclude the 

Assembly from discussing them. 

Professor FERREIRA said that it would be difficult for any delegation at the 

World Health Assembly to decide on methods of assessment without examining the 

actual figures resulting from the various alternatives. He therefore believed 

that as much relevant material as possible should be included in -the tables so as 

to assist the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly in their task. 

Accordingly, he would prefer columns (3) and (4) to be retained. 

Mr. FRENCH said that it would be useful to consider the alternative scales 

based on the perfectly clear reccanmendations contained in paragraph 2, eub«»I>aragrapha 

(1) and (3), of resolution WHA7.15, but he doubted whether it would be appropriate 
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for the Committee to eubnit to the Board, scales which were not consistent with 

those recommendations. In the small drafting group which had considered the matter 

during the present session he had been under some misapprehension because he had 

thought that the 'scales had, to be brought into line with the amount of per capita 

adjustment made by the United Nations. In fact, that was not so and he had perhaps 

been toó easily persuaded that the full per capita adjustment should be ma'de in all 

the eoltüons where, it was now shown. 

• • •. • • • 

The CHAIRMAN did not agree with Mr. French that the G<»nmittee would be going 

outside its terms of reference if it included other alternative scales in its report 

to the Executive Board. 

Professor FERREIRA agreed with the Chairman that no harm would be dono in 

presenting numerous alternatives to the Board. He believed that that would not 

complicate further the study 'of the subject, since the root difficulty did not lie 

in the scales themselves but in the consideration of the general principles behind 

them. 

Decisions: . 

(1) The Committee decided Ъу vote that columns (3) and (4), in document 
ЕВ15ДР/̂Р/24, should be retained. 

(2) The Coimnittee decided by vote that the scale contained in document 
EB15/AF/WP/21 should be inserted between columns (6) and (7) of document 
EB15/AFATP/24. 

(3) It was agreed that document EB15/AF/WP/24， as amended,
1

 should be 
incorporated in the Standing Committee's report to the Executive Board. 

Mr. SIEGEL suggested' that if the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly 

were to derive full benefit from the study of the problem it would be useful to 

1 
Reproduced in Annex II of Off• Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 60 
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append to the tables an objective general statement, in which it ni^it be advisable 

to include some of the points made in the Board's study of the scale of assessment, 

sutMTiitted to the Seventh World Health Assembly (Official Records No. 52, Annex 21). 

In that study a clear distinction was drawn between scale of assessment and method of 

assessment* It also touched upon certain points of detail such as the question of 

temporary reductions for Korea and Austria which might, with advantage^ be brought 

to the attention of the Health Assembly. The statement should also include an 

analysis of the replies from governments. 

Decision： It was agreed to prepare a statement on the lines suggested by 
Hr

#
 Siegel for^submission to the Board together with the tables on scales 

of assessment
f 

The meeting rose at 11 a,m
< 

For text, ¡see sections 3.3 and 3,4 of Дгшех 11 to Off, Rec .Wld Hlth Org. 60 
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1. EEPOET OF THE WORKING PASTY ON COSTING PEOCEDUBES USED IN THE COMPUTATION 
OF THE BUDGET ESTIMATES： (Document EBI5/AF/WP/23) 

Dr. van Zile HYDE, Chairman of the Working Party on Costing Procedures used in 

the Computation of the Budget Estimates, introduced the Working Party's report. He 

said that it explained in considerable detail the procedures used in preparing the 

estimates and building up the total budget. During the course of its extremely 

instructive discussions^ the Working Party had decided to follow through a sample 

project (the Seychelles project, although it was not mentioned by name in the report)• 

He felt sure that the material vould Ъе of considerable use to the Executive Board. 

He expressed the Working Party's appreciation of the manner in vhich the 

Secretariat had provided the fullest possible information, explained in detail 

procedures -and answered questions. 

Decision: The Working Party's report was approved for inclusion in the 
report of the Standing Committee to the Executive Board. 

The Rapporteur was authorized to make any necessary editorial changes in the 

Working Party's report prior to its incorporation in that of the Standing Committee. 

2. PROPOSED PEOCEDUEE FOR THE CONSIDERATION BÏ THE EIGHTH WOELD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 
OF THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOB I956： Item 11 of the Agenda 
(Resolution WHA7.58 and Documents EBI5A0 and EBI5/AF/WP/25) (continued) 

It vas agreed that document EB15/AF/WP/25 should become part of the Committee's 

report to the Board. 
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3. QUESTION OF STUDY GROUPS . 

The CHAIRMAN enquired whether there were any other matters which members wished 

to b© included in the Committee
1

 s report. 

Dr. van Zile HYDE observed that at the fourth meeting； he had raised the problem 

of the nature and purpose of study groups, which he hoped would be examined further 

either in the Standing Committee or in the Executive Board. 

Dr. DOEOLHE^ Deputy Director-General
;
 stated that the Secretariat was preparing 

a paper on the definition of a study group and the differences between it and an 

expert committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the question vould be mentioned in the Standing Committee
]

s 

report as one requiring consideration by the Board. 

k. METHODS FOE ASSESSING MEMBEES WHICH PARTICIPATE IN TEE УОЖ OF THE 
ORGANIZATION FOR THE EFFECTIVE WOIKING BUDGET： Item 9 of the Agenda 
(Resolutions WHA7.15 and 16: Documents EB15/AF/WP/21 and EB15/AF/WP/2lf) 

The СЕАШШ called for comments on document EB15/AF/WP/24 and suggested that 

the Standing Committee should assure itself that it presented the alternative methods 

of assessment in a suitable form for examination by the Board. 

Mr. FKENCH, adviser to Dr. Hyde, said that the paper might be more easily 

understood if the three issues involved were borne in mind: first, the extent to which 

the scale was to be adjusted in the direction of the United Nations scale； secondly； 

how much weight was to be given to the per capita ceiling principle, and thirdly 
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whether or not China was to be included in the scale where the active Members alone 

represented 100 per cent, of the total. In his opinion, while the first two issues 

were of major importance, the last was a subordinate one. 

He then asked which of the scales shown in the working paper were in completa 

conformity with the recommendation contained in resolution WHA7tl5 concerning the 

application of one half the adjus*toients necessary to adapt the scale to the United 

Nations scale. 

Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said that column ($) represented the present method of assessment for both 

active and inactive Members, with the application of one half the adjustments neceeeâry 

to place the WHO scale on the same basis as that of the United Nations• 

Colunias (6)，（7) and' (8) were based од the scale shown in column (5), but with 
• . • 

the full application of the per capita ceiling principle. In column (6) the 
*%

 •. . . . . .. ' •--. . 

assessments of all Members Represented IOC per -cent, of the total; in column (7) the 
• i. ‘ 

assessments .of active Members, including China, represented IOC per cent, cf .Hie total and 

colixrrin' (8) was on the same basis, but excluding China fî om the calculations for 

active Members• ‘ • 

Mr. STONE, adviser to Dr. Moore, referring to the explanatory text for column 

(5), suggested that it was misleading to speak of "the application of the present 

method of assessment" when the figures in fact were adjusted halfway towards the 

United Nations scale. 

Mr, SIEGEL said that Mr. Stone had raised an important point• The drafting of 

the explanation was perhaps not entirely satisfactory, but it had been intended to 
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bring out the important distinction between the scale of assessment and the method 

of application of that scale. 

Mr. STONE suggested that in the interests of clarity it might be vise to 

delete the words "Application of the present method of assessment". 

Mr. FRENCH considered that the descriptions of columns (7) and (8) were perhaps 

too brief, and failed to explain that there could in iact be two assessments, 

depending upon Aether or not the recommendation of the Seventh World Health Assembly 

regarding the application of the adjustment towards the United Nations Scale had 

been followed. 

SIEGEL, referring to the points raised Ъу Mr. Stone and Mr. French, said 

that the document should be examined as a whole, and it was somewhat misleading 

to single out a single point for comment. The explanatory sentence Introducing 

Part II applied to columns (5) - (8), all of which represented a scale based on one 

half of the difference between the WHO scale and the United Nations scale for 1954. 

Mr. ГОЕШН said that Mr. Siegel had confirmed his assumption about соХшппв 

(5) - (8). He then askecl which tables were ful3y in accord with the reeoonend^tioa 

of the Seventh World Health Assembly concerning the per capita ceiling principle* 

Mr. SIQQEL replied that the table was shown in column (5). 

Mr. FRENCH asked whether he was right in assuming that a full per capita ceiXing 

adjustment was reflected in all the other scales. 
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Mr. SIEGEL explained that columns (2)，（3) and (4) were based on the present 

WHO scale in other words, that applied for 1955 as well as in the estimates for 

1956 and the per capita ceiling principle had been fully applied. 

Column (5) was based on a new scale of assessment^ and the per capita ceiling 

principle was there applied only to the extent to which it had been applied in the 

United Nations эса1е for the year 1954. At the request of the Coiranittee， columns 

(6), (7) and (8) had been prepared on the basis of the full application of the per 

capita ceiling principle
e 

Mr. BOUCHER, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, suggested that the tables would be 

simplified by the omission of columns (3) and (4)。 He could not see what 

relevance they had in the light of the recommendation contained in resolution WHii7#15> 

since they were based entirely on the present WHO scale of assessments* He would 

not have any objection, however, to the retention of column (2)，which showed the 

present position* 

Mr о FRENCH considered that the number of columns should be kept to a minimum, 

so that the issues involved were clearly presented. He therefore favoured 

Mr. Boucher
1

 s suggestion。 On the other hand, he believed that the scale of 

assessment reproduced in document EB15/AF/WP/21 should be inserted between columns 

(6) and (7). 

Mr. SIEGEL observed that the Executive Board, in studying the replies of Member 

States on the question in accordance with paragraph 2 of resolution WHA7.16, would 

find that they contained numerous suggestions. It was possible, therefore, that the 
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need for some additional tables would emerge« Hence he felt , bound to sound a note 

of caution lest the Standing Committee take too hasty and limited a decision about 

the content of the tables to be submitted to the Board, 

Referring to Mr
e
 Boucher

?

s remarks， he pointed out that resolution WLA7èl6 

related to a specific study to be carried out by the Board about methods of assessment, 

whereas resolution WH/L7.15 contained instructions to the Director-General concerning 

the scale to be used for purposes of presentation of the 1956 budget. Hence he had 

to present two sets of figures, one based on the recommendation contained in the 

resolution, and the other based on the present scale of assessments• Columns (3) 

and (4) might apply if there was no change in the present scale of assessment but a 

change in method of assessment. They therefore constituted alternatives which the 

World Health Assembly might wish to consider. However^ even if those columns 

were deleted as suggested by Mr
0
 Boucher, there would be nothing to preclude the 

Assembly from discussing them. 

Professor FERREIRA said that it would be difficult for any delegation at the 

World Health Asoembly to decide on methods of assessment without examining the 

actual figures resulting from the various alternatives• He therefore believed 

that as much relevant material as possible should be included in tôie tables so as 

to assist the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly in their task» 

Accordingly, he would prefer columns (3) and (4) to be retained. 

Mr. FRENCH said that it would be useful to consider the alternative scales 

based on the perfectly clear г e с oimnendat i ons contained in paragraph (2), sub-paragi aphr 

(1) and (3)> of resolution WHA7。15， but he doubted whether it would be appropriate 
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for the Coimnittee to submit to the Board scales which were not consistent with 

those recomraendations. In the small drafting group which had considered the matter 

during the present session he had been under some misapprehension because he had 

thought that the scales had to be brought into line with the amount of per capita 

adjustment made by the United Nations. In fact, that was not so and he had perhaps 

been too easily persuaded that the full per capita adjustment should be made in all 

the columns where it was now shown. 

The CHAIRMàN did not agree with Mr. French that the Committee would be going 

outside its terms of reference if it included other alternative scales in its report 

to the Executive Board. 

Professor FERREIRA agreed with the Chairman that no harm would be done in 

presenting numerous alternatives to the Board. He believed that that would not 

complicate further the study of the subject, since the root difficulty did not lie 

in the scales themselves but in the consideration of the general principles behind 

them. 

Decisions : 

(1) The Committee decided by vote that columns (3) and (4), in document 
EB15/AF/WP/24, should be retained. 

(2) The Committee decided by vote that the scale contained in document 
EB15/AF/WP/21 should be inserted between columns (6) and (7) of document 
EB15/AF/MP/24. 

(3) It was agreed that document EB15/AF/WP/24, as amended, should be 
incorporated in the Standing Committee's report to the Executive Board. 

Mr. SIEGEL suggested that if the Executive Board and the World Health Assembly-

were to derive full benefit from the study of the problem it would be useful to 
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append to the tables an objective general statement, in which it might be advisable 

to include some of the points made in the Board's study on scales of assessment 

reproduced in Official Records No. 52, Annex 21. In that study a clear distinction 

was drawn between scale of assessment and method of assessment. It also touched 

upon certain points of detail such as the question of temporary reductions for Korea 

and Austria which might, with advantage, be brought to the attention of the 

World Health Assembly. The statement should also include an analysis of the 

replies ffom governments. 

Decision: It was agreed to prepare a statement on the lines suggested 
by Mr. Siegel for submission to the Board together with the tables on 
scales of assessment• 

The GHAIRMâN announced that the Standing Coranittee would be convened at suitable 

times during the Board's session to consider six outstanding items and its final 

report• 

The meeting rose at 11 a.iru 


